Sorting permutations by reversals and/or transpositions is an important genome rearrangement problem in computational molecular biology. From theoretical point of view, finding efficient algorithms for this problem and its variations are quite challenging. In this paper we consider the problem of sorting unsigned permutations by prefix reversals and prefix transpositions, where a prefix reversal or a prefix transposition is applied always at the unsorted suffix of the given permutation. For this problem we first present a 3-approximation algorithm, which performs close to 2 in practice.
Introduction
Genome rearrangement problems are widely studied in computational molecular biology to derive functional relationship between genes. One of the most studied genome rearrangement problems is to sort one genome sequence into another. Here the basic problem is, given two genome sequence, to transform one into another by using minimum number of pre-specified rearrangement operations.
While studying similarities among genome sequences of different species, biologists consider several rearrangement operations including reversals [6, 8, 10, 13] , transpositions [3, 18, 25] , transreversals [26] , fission and fusion [35] etc. Among them, reversals and transpositions are two most extensively studied rearrangement operations [3, 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 18, 19, 23, 25, 33, 38] . Given a permutation π, a reversal on π inverts a subsequence of π, while a transposition on π cuts a subsequence of π and pastes it into another location.
Like many other biology motivated problems, the problem of sorting permutations has deep theoretical and algorithmic nature. Within 1992-1995, this problem was first introduced to the algorithm community by Kececioglu and Sankoff [31] , who studied the problem of sorting by reversals, and by Bafna and Pevzner [2, 3] , who studied the problem of sorting by reversals [2] and the problem of sorting by transpositions [3] . Since then researchers continue to work on genome sorting and specially on sorting by reversals and transpositions. While Bafna and Pevzner were motivated by the biological application of genome sorting, later the motivation was not confined only within biological domain. Rather, many variations of the problem were surfaced up due to their deep theoretical and algorithmic nature, and until now they themselves continue to form a very rich and interesting class of computationally challenging problems.
The theoretical nature of these problems is also supported by the fact that at least one variation of the problem of sorting by reversals, called sorting by prefix reversals [21, 22] , and better known as pancake flipping problem [21, 22, 29] , was well known to the mathematicians and computer scientists before the problem was realized by the biologists. Moreover, this problem has an application in networks [21, 29] . In this problem reversals are always applied from the starting position of the given permutation.
In their pioneering paper, Kececioglu and Sankoff [31] studied both the signed and unsigned versions of sorting by reversals. In the signed version each element in the permutation has a sign, '+' or '-' and after a reversal the elements involved in the reversal also change their signs. For both versions, they conjectured that the problem is NP-hard and gave 2-approximation algorithms. For signed version, Bafna and Pevzner [2] later improved the ratio to 1.5, and finally, Hannenhalli and Pevzner [24] settled the conjecture in the negative by giving an exact O(n 4 )-time algorithm. After that, people started to work on reducing the time complexity of the problem. After several improvements [1, 4, 5, 30] , Tannier [37] achieved the most recent time complexity of O(n 3/2 √ log n). It is still interesting to see further improvement in the time complexity.
For the unsigned version, Bafna and Pevzner [2] improved the ratio to 1.75, then Christie [13] improved it to 1.5, and Berman, Hannenhalli and Karpinski [6] improved it to 1.375. Finally, Caprara [9] proved that the problem is NP-hard.
Unlike the problem of sorting by reversals, the complexity of sorting by transpositions is still open. In the first paper on sorting by transpositions, Bafna and Pevzner [3] devised a 1.5-approximation algorithm. The algorithm was simplified by Christie [14] and further by Hartman [25] . Recently, Elias and Hartman [18] gave a 1.375 approximation algorithm. Eriksson et al. [20] considered the problem in a different way. When the permutation size is n, they gave an algorithm that sorts the permutation by at most 2n/3 transpositions, but their algorithm does not give any approximation guarantee.
Besides the extensive study of sorting by reversals and sorting by transpositions, there exist a number of other operations that are variants of reversal and transposition. These include fixed reversals [11, 28] , short swaps [27] , prefix transpositions [12, 17] (we already mentioned prefix reversals), block interchange [15, 34] etc. In recent years, people are also studying these two problems and their variations in strings (including binary and ternary strings and strings in general) [16, 32] .
Gates and Papadimitriou [22] and independently, Heydary and Sudborough [29] studied the diameter (the largest rearrangement distance between any two permutations of same size) of sorting by prefix reversals.
A similar variation of sorting by transpositions is sorting by prefix transpositions. A prefix transposition always moves a prefix of the permutation to another location. This problem is comparatively less studied. The only result comes from Dias and Meidanis [17] , who presented approximation algorithms with performance ratios of 2 and 3 and conjectured that the diameter of prefix transposition of an n-element permutation is n − ⌊ n 4
⌋.
A number of suggestions have been made to consider algorithms for sorting permutations by using more than one rearrangement operations (reversals, transpositions etc.). Walter, Dias and Meidanis [38] provided a 2-approximation algorithm for sorting signed permutation by reversals and transpositions. Gu et. al. [23] gave a 2-approximation algorithm for sorting signed permutations by transpositions and transreversals (a transreversal combines a transposition and a reversal). Lin and Xue [33] improved this ratio to 1.75 by considering a third operation, called "revrev", which reverses two contiguous segments. Hartman and Sharan [26] further improved it to 1.5. Blanchette, Kunisawa and Sankoff [7] worked on a variation of the problem and developed a com-puter program Derange II built on a greedy algorithm which attempts to minimize the weighted sum of the number of operations. Eriksen [19] provided a (1+ǫ)-approximation algorithm for sorting signed, circular permutations where reversals were weighted one and transpositions and inverted transpositions (transreversals) were weighted two.
There has been less progress in the problem of sorting unsigned permutations using more than one rearrangement operations. Walter, Dias and Meidanis [38] gave a 3-approximation algorithm for sorting unsigned permutations by reversals and transpositions. Recently, Rahman et al. [36] improved this ratio to 2k, where k is the approximation ratio of the maximum cycle decomposition in a graph. With the best known approximation ratio for maximum cycle decomposition, their algorithm gives an approximation ratio of 2.8386 + δ, for any δ ≥ 0, and tends to 2 as any future improvement of k tends to optimal.
Our results
In this paper we consider yet another variation of sorting an unsigned permutation by using more than one operations. We use both prefix reversals and prefix transpositions. We also use the following concept of forward march. While applying prefix reversals and prefix transpositions, a prefix of the given permutation may become sorted. Whenever this happens, we move forward and apply the next operation in the remaining unsorted suffix of the permutation. The idea of forward march comes naturally from a greedy approach where someone may try to sort the permutation from starting to end.
To our knowledge, no result is known when a permutation is to be sorted by using both prefix reversals and prefix transpositions. Observe that the problems of sorting permutations using one or more rearrangement operations are mostly NP-complete or their status are unknown for a long time. So, we believe that the complexity of sorting by prefix reversals and prefix transpositions, as well as using forward march, will not be trivial.
In this paper we give a 3-approximation algorithm for this problem. We also implement our algorithm and experiment it on sufficiently large permutations. Experimental result shows that our algorithm performs much better in practice, where its approximation ratio is close to 2.
Observe that an approximation ratio of an algorithm is (theoretically) determined as the worst case performance of the proposed algorithm to the best case performance of an optimal algorithm. Also observe that when a permutation is to be sorted by more than one operation, the operations may not perform equally well all the time. For example, sorting a permutation is equivalent to removing all of its breakpoints, where a breakpoint is a pair of consecutive elements in the given permutation that are not consecutive in the target permutation. While sorting a permutation by prefix reversals and prefix transpositions, a best case happens when a prefix transposition removes as many as three breakpoints, and a worst case happens when a prefix reversal removes only one breakpoint. So, it is assumed that an optimal algorithm will always perform prefix transpositions and an approximation algorithm will always perform prefix reversals. But this may not happen in practice. Moreover, since each algorithm assumes to use only one operation at each step, it is not consistent with the idea of using more than one operations for sorting.
Keeping the above observation in mind, we introduce the concept of "forcing inferior operations" in a sorting process for both an optimal algorithm and an approximation algorithm. For our case, the inferior operation is a prefix reversal. For this variation, we modify our algorithm to achieve a better approximation ratio of 3 −
, where r is the number of prefix reversals that must be performed by a sorting algorithm. We also implement our algorithm and experiment it on sufficiently large permutations. Experimental result shows that our algorithm perform much better in practice with an approximation ratio close to 1.6.
Outline
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In Section 2 we give the definitions and other preliminaries. In Section 3, we give the 3-approximation algorithm, and in Section 4, we refine our algorithm with a certain number of forced prefix reversals. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Preliminaries
Let π = [π 0 , π 1 , . . . , π n , π n+1 ] be a permutation of n+2 distinct elements where π 0 = 0, π n+1 = n+1 and 1 ≤ π i ≤ n for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n (the middle n elements of π are to be sorted). A prefix reversal β = β(1, j) for some 3 ≤ j ≤ n + 1 applied to π reverses the elements π 1 , . . . , π j−1 and thus transforms π into permutation π · β = [π 0 , π j−1 , . . . , π 1 , π j , . . . , π n+1 ]. A prefix transposition τ = τ (1, j, k) for some 2 ≤ j ≤ n and some 3 ≤ k ≤ n + 1 such that k / ∈ [1, j] cuts the elements π 1 , . . . , π j−1 and pastes between π k−1 and π k and thus transforms
At the very beginning or after applying a prefix reversal or a prefix transposition, if π 0 , . . . , π i , for 0 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, is sorted, we update π as the unsorted suffix of π, i.e., as π = π i , . . . , π n+1 . The size of π also reduces by i, i.e., the value of n is also updated as n = n−i. The next prefix reversal or prefix transposition is applied on updated π. So when the sorting is complete π contains only the last element in the sorted sequence. This concept of moving forward along with the sorting is called forward march.
An identity permutation
Otherwise there is said to be a breakpoint between the two elements. We denote the total number of breakpoints in π by b(π). The breakpoint graph G π of π is an undirected multi graph whose vertices are π i , for 0 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, and edges are of two types: grey and black. For each 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the vertices π i and π i+1 are joined by a black edge iff there is a breakpoint between them, i.e., iff |π i − π i+1 | = 1. For 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n + 1 and j = i + 1, there is a grey edge between π i and π j iff |π i − π j | = 1. Clearly, π is sorted iff it has no breakpoint.
Note that at any time π 0 is the last element in the sorted part of the permutation and there always exists a black edge between π 0 and π 1 . We call this black edge the starting black edge.
For convenience of illustration, in this paper the vertices of G π are drawn horizontally in order π 0 , π 1 , . . . , π n+1 from left to right, the black edges are drawn by horizontal lines, and the grey edges are drawn by dotted arcs. 
Proof.
Consider a prefix reversal β(1, j). It removes two breakpoints (π j−1 , π j ) and (π 0 , π 1 ) and may incur at most two new breakpoints (π 1 , π j ) and (π 0 , π j−1 ). 2 Lemma 3.2 △(π, τ ) ≤ 3.
Consider a prefix transposition τ (1, j, k). It removes three breakpoints (π 0 , π 1 ), (π j−1 , π j ) and (π k−1 , π k ), and may incur at most three new breakpoints (π 0 , π j ), (π k−1 , π 1 ) and (π j−1 , π k ). 2 From Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 an optimal algorithm can not remove more than three breakpoints by a single operation. So a lower bound follows.
The algorithm
Our algorithm works on considering different combinations of grey and black edges. First we see that π has at least two grey edges and at least one black edge in addition to the starting black edge (π 0 , π 1 ).
Lemma 3.4
Suppose that π is unsorted. Then π has at least two grey edges (π 0 , π i ) and (π 1 , π j ) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n and 3 ≤ j ≤ n + 1. Moreover, π has one or more black edges, in addition to the starting black edge (π 0 , π 1 ), whose two end points are π i and π j .
Proof. Consider the starting black edge (π 0 , π 1 ). Since π 0 is the last element in a sorted sequence left of π 1 and since π 1 = π 0 + 1, there must be an element π i in the right side of π 0 , such that π i = π 0 + 1. Moreover, i = n + 1, because in that case π 0 would be the second last element of the identity permutation I and the starting black edge would not exist. So a grey edge exists between π 0 and π i , for 2 ≤ i ≤ n. Similarly, there must be an element π j in the right side of π 1 such that |π 1 − π j | = 1 and j = 2, causing a grey edge between π 1 and π j . Now come to the black edges. Consider the grey edge (π 0 , π i ). Consider the two elements π i−1 and π i+1 . Since π i = π 0 + 1, it is not possible that both |π i − π i−1 | = 1 and |π i − π i+1 | = 1. So, at least one of (π i , π i−1 ) and (π i , π i+1 ) is a black edge. By the same argument, at least one of (π j , π j−1 ) and (π j , π j+1 ) is a black edge. Finally, among these four possible black edges, if one black edge incident at π i and one black edge incident at π j coincide and the other two black edges does exist, then there is only one black edge with two ends at π i and π j . 2 Scenario 4
Fig. 2. Scenarios
By the above lemma we can consider a grey edge incident at π 0 or π 1 (with two black edges adjacent at its two ends) as one of the following four types (Fig. 1) . Now consider in how many ways two grey edges of any of these four types may combine. The number of combinations may be huge. However, for our algorithm we do not consider each individual combination. Rather, we choose the following five "super" scenarios which will be sufficient to sort π. (See Fig. 2.) In fact, we will show that two of them are sufficient to sort π, and the rest are for improving the practical performance of our algorithm.
For each scenario we apply either a prefix transposition or a prefix reversal and perform a forward march if possible. We apply the scenarios in the order as presented below. That means, at each step we first try to apply Scenario 1. If it is not applicable, then we try for Scenario 2, and so on until the permutation is sorted.
Scenario 1 Scenario 1 is a combination of two type 1 edges having one black edge in common. It has two grey edges (π 0 , π i ) and (π i−1 , π j ), and three black edges (π 0 , π 1 ), (π i−1 , π i ) and (π j−1 , π j ). A prefix transposition τ 1 (1, i, j) is applied that breaks the three black edges and may/may not introduce a new black edge (π j−1 , π 1 ) depending on whether (π 1 , π j−1 ) was a grey edge or not. Since there was a grey edge between π 0 and π i and after the transposition they become adjacent, as a whole, τ 1 removes at least two breakpoints and causes a forward march.
For the following three scenarios, each of them combines a type 4 edge with at most one type 1 edge. But in any case it is required that another black edge exists in between the two end of the grey edge of type 4 edge. We call this black edge a trapped black edge. The following lemma ensures the existence of a trapped black edge. (This lemma can be proved even for a type 4-like grey edge that is not incident at π 1 . But we do not need that for applying a prefix reversal or a prefix transposition.) Lemma 3.5 For a type 4 edge with its grey edge having end points at π 1 and π j , there exists a black edge
Proof. If no such black edge exists, then sub-sequence π 1 π 2 . . . π j is sorted. But in that case (π 1 , π j ) would not be a grey edge. 2 Scenario 2 This scenario is a combination of one type 1 edge and one type 4 edge. It has two grey edges (π 1 , π j−1 ) and (π i−1 , π j ), and three black edges (π 0 , π 1 ), (π i−1 , π i ) and (π j−1 , π j ). A prefix transposition τ 2 (1, i, j) is applied which breaks the three black edges and introduces a new black edge (π 0 , π i ). We assume that a grey edge does not exist between π 0 and π 1 , otherwise it would fall in Scenario 1 and would allow a forward march. Therefore, τ 2 removes two breakpoints without any forward march.
Scenario 3 This scenario is the "reflection" of the grey edges of Scenario 2 and is again a combination of one type 1 edge and one type 4 edge. Its two grey edges are (π 0 , π i ) and (π 1 , π j−1 ), and three black edges are (π 0 , π 1 ), (π i−1 , π i ) and (π j−1 , π j ). A prefix transposition τ 3 (1, i, j) is applied which breaks the three black edges and introduces a new black edge (π i−1 , π j ). Here π 0 and π i had a grey edge and now become adjacent after the transposition. As a whole, τ 3 removes two breakpoints with a forward march.
Scenario 4 This scenario consists of one type 4 edge with an "isolated" trapped black edge. That means, it has one grey edge (π 1 , π j−1 ), two black edges (π 0 , π 1 ) and (π j−1 , π j ), and a trapped black edge (π i−1 , π i ). A prefix transposition τ 4 (1, i, j) is applied which breaks the three black edges and introduces two new black edges (π 0 , π i ) and (π i−1 , π j ). The black edge (π 0 , π i ) is introduced, because unlike Scenario 3 (π 0 , π i ) was not a grey edge before the transposition is applied. Therefore, τ 4 removes one breakpoint without any forward march.
Scenario 5
In Scenario 5, only one type 3 edge is considered. A prefix reversal β 1 (1, j) is applied which breaks the black edges (π 0 , π 1 ) and (π j−1 , π j ) and add a new black edge (π 0 , π j−1 ) which is the starting black edge for next operations until changed or removed. So, τ 5 removes at least 1 breakpoint.
The following lemma is immediate from the above scenarios. Lemma 3.6 After each prefix reversal or prefix transposition the number of breakpoints is reduced by at least one.
Our algorithm (SortByTR3) is summerized in Algoithm 1. It clearly runs in polynomial time. The following lemma proves that our algorithm always terminates by sorting the permutation. 
Proof.
By Lemma 3.4, we always have a grey edge of type 3 or type 4 whose left black edge is the starting black edge. If the grey edge is of type 4, then by Lemma 3.5 we can find a trapped edge and can apply Scenario 4. On the other hand, if the grey edge is of type 3, then Scenario 5 is applicable. By Lemma 3.6 since every scenario reduces at least one breakpoint, Scenario 4 and Scenario 5 can successfully sort the permutation. 2
Algorithm 1 SortByTR3(π)
Construct breakpoint graph G π of π while there is a black edge do if Scenario 1 is found then apply a prefix transposition τ 1 else if Scenario 2 is found then apply a prefix transposition τ 2 else if Scenario 3 is found then apply a prefix transposition τ 3 else if Scenario 4 is found then apply a prefix transposition τ 4 else apply a prefix reversal β 1 end if G π ← G π after applying the operation update starting black edge to the first black edge of G π // Forward march end while Theorem 3.8 SortByTR3 is a 3-approximation algorithm.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, our algorithm successfully sorts a given permutation π, and by Lemma 3.6, it sorts π in at most b(π) operations. By Lemma 3.3,
. So, we get an approximation ratio of ρ ≤ 3. 2
Experimental results
We have implemented our algorithm and tested its average performance on above 55,000 permutations taken randomly of size at most 2750. For each permutation π we first compute b(π) and then compare the number of operations required by our algorithm to the lower bound of b(π)/3. Experimental result shows that our algorithm performs with ratio close to 2 and gets better as the length of the permutation increases. See Fig. 3(a) . Observe that if we could compare our algorithm with an optimal algorithm, then the experimental ratio would be better. Currently we are working on implementing a brute force optimal algorithm.
Forcing r prefix reversals
An approximation ratio of ρ = 3 is the combination of the best case behavior of an optimal algorithm, where no prefix reversal is applied, and a worst case behavior of our algorithm, where no prefix transposition is applied. However, a "true" sorting by prefix reversals and prefix transpositions would apply both operations. Although no such restriction is assumed in the problem definition, missing one type of operation undermines the meaning of the problem.
Motivated by the above observation, we slightly modify our algorithm such that a given number of r prefix reversals are always applied whenever possible and increase the lower bound by forcing r prefix reversals to be performed by an optimal algorithm too. Although there is no change in the upper bound of the algorithm, the approximation ratio will improve, because of the increased lower bound. .
Proof.
For b(π) ≥ 2r an optimal algorithm must use at least r prefix reversals, which removes at most 2r breakpoints (by Lemma 3.1). For the remaining b(π) − 2r breakpoints it must use at least 
Experimental result
There are two important issues that come out of the assumption of forcing r prefix reversals and need to be taken care of in the implementation. The first one is that based on the given permutation π, it may not be possible for our algorithm to apply all r prefix reversals, i.e., Scenario 5 may not be available for at least r times during sorting. We handle this issue by starting with r = 1 and then gradually increasing its value as long as our algorithm can accommodate r prefix reversals.
The second issue is that a permutation may become sorted before r prefix reversals are applied. This situation can be handled by keeping r always less than b(π)/2. Observe that in either case the approximation ratio ρ r ≤ 3− 3r b(π)+r is not violated.
With all the above assumptions we have implemented our algorithm and tested it on some random permutations of length 2500. Experimental result shows that our algorithm performs with a ratio close to 1.6. Also see Fig. 3(b) .
Conclusion
In this paper we have studied the problem of sorting unsigned permutations by prefix reversals and prefix transpositions, where a prefix reversal or a prefix transposition is applied always at the unsorted suffix of the given permutation. We have given a 3-approximation algorithm for this problem. An experimental study shows that our algorithm gives a ratio close to 2 in practice. We have further analyzed the problem in more practical way and presented a better approximation ratio when a certain number of inferior operations (i.e., prefix reversals) are forced to happen. Here we achieve an approximation ratio of (3 − 3r b(π)+r ), where r is the number of prefix reversals that must happen in the sorting and b(π) ≥ 2r is the number of breakpoints in the given permutation. Again, an experimental study shows that our algorithm for this variation gives a ratio near 1.6 in practice.
To our knowledge the concept of forcing inferior operations have not been studied for sorting genome sequences by more than one operations. This idea can be applied for other combination of more than one operation.
We have not proved the complexity of the problem. In future it would be interesting to see whether the problem is NP-hard.
